introducing...

accurate, rapid blood cell counts
with the convenience and economy of disposability

just 4 simple steps...

2. The UNOPETTE Pipette fills automatically by capillary action with exact amount of blood.
3. Add blood to diluent in the UNOPETTE reservoir.
4. Charge hemacytometer and proceed with count.
a major advance in blood cell counts

Unopette disposable blood diluting pipette

The UNOPETTE Blood Diluting Pipette is a completely disposable blood collecting unit consisting of a precision glass capillary tube, of uniform bore and length, fitted to a plastic adapter, and an attachable plastic reservoir containing a premeasured diluent.

speed and simplicity
Correct collection and dilution in seconds...no pipette washing, drying, preparation of reagent solutions.

convenience
Everything needed in one disposable unit...permits easy transport to laboratory...easier loading of counting chamber.

safety
No rubber tubing, mouthpiece needed, reducing hazard of transmitted viral or bacterial infection.

economy
Expensive breakage, care and cleaning of conventional pipettes eliminated...saves equipment, usual reagents, and technician time.

accuracy
Automatic filling and premeasured diluent reduce error factors experienced with conventional pipettes.

plus improved cell counting
Homogeneous cell distribution with only 10 to 15 seconds shaking...diluent always clean and mold-free.

Three UNOPETTE reservoirs are available for:
(1) erythrocyte counts (saline diluent)
(2) leukocyte counts (acetic acid diluent)
(3) for a combined leukocyte count, platelet count, and hemoglobin determination (ammonium oxalate diluent).

Literature on request.

BECTON, DICKINSON AND COMPANY, RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY

in Canada—BECTON, DICKINSON & CO., CANADA, LTD., TORONTO 10, ONTARIO
A close look at the genera of actinomycetes . . .

Waksman's: THE ACTINOMYCETES. VOLUME II: CLASSIFICATION, IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTIONS OF GENERA AND SPECIES.

"This volume deals exclusively with the well recognized genera of the actinomycetes. No consideration is given here to the various closely related genera that are often included in the order Actinomycetales, notably the genus Mycobacterium."

"Certain other genera, recently suggested, have been given tentative consideration.

"These genera comprise about 350 species. In addition to these, a large number of other species are listed as 'incompletely described.'"

—Introduction
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THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY
BALTIMORE 2, MARYLAND

NEW COAT for an old friend

This functional new bag gives greater convenience—and more assurance than ever that Rockland Diets will retain their original, dependable uniformity and consistency. We think you'll like:

1. New pull tab—neatly rips open the new zip-top in a jiffy.
2. Greater strength—less chance of contamination through bags bursting in handling.
3. Anti-skid surface. No slick finish to let stacked bags slide. Sure, easy handling.

In its crisp uniform of forest green the new Rockland bag emphasizes that here are the standard reference diets formulated specifically, and under the most rigid controls, to help you achieve consistent efficiency. Get Rockland diets from your dealer, or A. E. Staley Mfg Co., Decatur, Illinois.

Rockland Standard Reference Stock Diets:
- RAT DIET (complete) • LABORATORY PRIMATE DIET • RAT DIET (D-Free)
- GUINEA PIG DIET • MOUSE DIET • RABBIT DIET
- MOUSE BREEDER DIET • MONKEY DIET

Rockland Diets are available world-wide through Staley International—Cable: STACOR
N. B. C. DELIVERS BIOCHEMICALS, NOT EXCUSES!

So the job's tough. Your laboratory is off an air route. But we'll get your order through. And it will be your order, too. N.B.Co. knows... your needs are special and immediate. With 2600 varieties of biochemicals in stock, N.B.Co. checks every order carefully and ships it just as fast as you need it. Practically 24 hour delivery in the U.S.A., slightly longer anywhere else. Naturally, because N.B.Co. sells on a world-wide volume basis, you buy pure biochemicals at the lowest prices. If you need biochemicals now, call MOntrose 2-0214, Cleveland, Ohio, today! Or send for our FREE 2600-item catalogue.

NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMICALS CORPORATION
21010 Miles Avenue • Cleveland 28, Ohio

Send for our free June, 1962 Catalog containing more than 2600 items. Fill out coupon and mail today for your copy.
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The 1959 Fort Detrick Symposium on Nonspecific Resistance To Infection

Held at Hood College, Frederick, Maryland, September 16 and 17, 1959
Sponsored by the U. S. Army Chemical Corps, Fort Detrick. Conducted under the auspices of the American Institute of Biological Sciences

CONTENTS:

Foreword. Riley D. Housewright
Introduction. Colin M. MacLeod
Mobilization of Defensive Cells in Inflammatory Tissue. Henry Harris
Fever as a Mechanism of Resistance. Ivan L. Bennett, Jr., and Anthony Nicastro
Influence of Irradiation on Resistance to Infection. Baruj Benacerraf
Phagocytosis, with Particular Reference to Encapsulated Bacteria. W. Barry Wood, Jr.
Host Mechanisms which Act to Remove Bacteria from the Blood Stream. David E. Rogers
Cellular Immunity. Sanford S. Elberg
Relation of Cell Metabolism to Infection with Rickettsial and Bacterial Agents. Zanvil A. Cohn
Antibacterial Systems of Serum in Relation to Nonspecific Immunity to Infection. Derrick Rowley
Host-Parasite Relationships in Patients with Dysproteinemias. Robert A. Good, Robert A. Bridges, and Richard M. Condie
Antimicrobial Factors in Tissues and Phagocytic Cells. James G. Hirsch
Serum and Tissue Inhibitors of Virus. Harold S. Ginsberg
Viral Interference. Some Considerations of Basic Mechanisms and Their Potential Relationship to Host Resistance. Robert R. Wagner
Bacterial Interference. David W. Henderson
Hormones and Host Resistance to Infection. Edward H. Kass
Nutritional Factors in Host Resistance. Howard A. Schneider
Genetic Effects in Nonspecific Resistance to Infectious Disease. John W. Gowen
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Order from:

R. W. Sarber, Executive Secretary
American Society for Microbiology
19875 Mack Avenue
Detroit 36, Michigan

Announcing...

NEW ROCKLAND LABORATORY PRIMATE DIET

A "New Star" in Primate Nutrition...feeding economy...palatability...proces and shape

Investigators agree that laboratory primates, especially during the process of their acclimation, exhibit their natural traits and characteristics in their eating habits and become suspicious, choosy and selective eaters. Every feeding, especially during this initial period, becomes a challenge for the investigator.

To meet this challenge and insure ready response at feeding time, Staley research has developed NEW ROCKLAND Laboratory Primate Diet—a highly palatable, nutritionally complete formulation. No supplementation of fruits and vegetables as sources of Vitamin C is necessary when fed within the dating period indicated on the tag affixed to the bag.

Another extremely valuable advantage incorporated into this product is its shape. Best described as STAR SHAPE, its measurements between points are 2 inches—with a length of 1½ inches and a thickness of ¼ inch.

After considerable feed testing and research, the new star shape was selected over several other physical forms. The star shape and proportions of Rockland Laboratory Primate Diet not only provide the primates with greater biting surface, but also affect feeding economies as food will not fall through the cage floor.

Phone your Rockland Dealer today for trial sample and information, or write: A. E. Staley Mfg. Co., Rockland Diets, Decatur, Ill.

Other Rockland Diets include:

RAT DIET (complete) • DOG DIET • RAT DIET (D-Free) • GUINEA PIG DIET • MOUSE DIET • RABBIT DIET • MOUSE BREEDER DIET
N.B. Co. DELIVERS BIOCHEMICALS, NOT EXCUSES!

A little water won't dampen our service. If your laboratory's on an island, our biochemicals reach your island... dry. You can plan on 24-hour delivery in the U.S.A., a bit longer anywhere else. You can also plan on your order being your order. N.B. Co. is strong on accuracy, triple checking every order and every mailing label. Strong on supply, too, with 2600 different biochemicals to fill your every requirement. You'll want to keep N.B. Co.'s 2600-item catalogue in your files. And remember, N.B. Co. has the world-wide volume that brings you pure biochemicals at lowest prices. If you know what you need and need it today, call MONTROSE 2-0214, Cleveland, Ohio.

NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMICALS CORPORATION
21010 Miles Avenue • Cleveland 28, Ohio

Send for our free June, 1962 Catalog containing more than 2600 items. Fill out coupon and mail today for your copy.